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1.0 Introduction 2 

In 2015/2016, the Tasmanian salmon aquaculture industry appeared to lose what it had 3 

previously referred to as its enviable ‘social license’ [1]. The industry had earned this 4 

(perceived) ‘community acceptance’ (at the local level) and ‘socio-political acceptance’ 5 

(at the broader level) [2] over the previous decades by bringing new and renowned 6 

industry to the otherwise economically struggling southern island state of Australia. 7 

Importantly, it had done this with few visible impacts on the much fought over 8 

Tasmanian environment, about 20 per cent of which is listed as wilderness World 9 

Heritage and 135,100 hectares of Marine Protected Areas. The conflict largely became 10 

visible to the public through two mediatised events – a Senate Inquiry into the 11 

“regulation of the fin-fish aquaculture industry in Tasmania” and a piece of 12 

investigative journalism broadcast by the ABC on its flagship current affairs program 13 

Four Corners, the episode titled “Big Fish”. Following these events, the conflict was 14 

further entrenched by, and continues as, key legal and political undertakings between 15 

key actors. 16 

 17 

This paper investigates the role that media plays in framing the Tasmanian salmon 18 

aquaculture industry and subsequently the role these frames played in the public debate 19 

as having important consequences for policy and resource management. This study 20 

compares a formal Government (the Senate Inquiry) and informal journalistic (Four 21 

Corners program) mode of Inquiry into aquaculture governance, including subsequent 22 

news media coverage, with a focus on the following:  23 
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1) What discourse frames are present within news media following these 24 

investigations? 25 

2) Who are the prominent actors present in media discourse following these 26 

investigations (and those that are absent) and how are they were portrayed? 27 

3) How does this influence the operating environment for claims-makers and decision-28 

makers in environmental governance and how different stakeholders engage as political 29 

actors? 30 

 31 

This paper answers these questions through the lens of  ‘mediatisation’, particularly 32 

‘mediatised environmental conflict’, that approaches environmental disputes as an 33 

interaction between various actors and how these interactions come together to change 34 

the course of the discourses and outcomes of the conflict [3]. In doing so, it expands 35 

both empirical and theoretical understanding of how media influences public debate 36 

through representations of claims-makers and decision-makers, and of their claims, 37 

under differing modes of public Inquiry - the Senate Inquiry and Four Corners 38 

program. It is expected that the Senate inquiry and Four Corners would take different 39 

approaches to examining what is traditionally evidence-based environmental 40 

governance of salmon, and that the response to these two types of investigations in the 41 

public sphere would also differ. In particular, this research is interested in analysing the 42 

role of scientists as political actors in publicised issues of environmental management. 43 

The analysis of these investigations, and the interactions and responses in news 44 

coverage that they facilitate and promote, also asks what implications these claims-45 

making and discourse-shaping processes have for accountability and transparency in 46 

public policy and management of environmental resources. 47 

 48 
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Aquaculture is a growth industry and will continue to supply the rising demand for fish 49 

for human consumption while capture fisheries remain relatively stable. By 2030 the 50 

aquaculture sector is predicted to supply 62% of fish for human consumption [4]. While 51 

salmon aquaculture is only one species which is generally marketed to the upper-middle 52 

class consumer it provides a timely and opportune case to examine key environmental 53 

and social licence debates that underpin public discourse concerning food production.   54 

 55 

To begin, this paper first outlines the context for the growth and current status of the 56 

salmon aquaculture industry in Tasmania, and the conditions leading to the emergence 57 

of conflict. It then provides background to the concept of mediatisation as it is 58 

understood in relation to environmental conflict, before outlining the methods deployed 59 

for our analysis. This paper examines the Senate Inquiry and Four Corners episode 60 

“Big Fish”, and the news coverage generated by each, with a focus on the presence and 61 

roles of key frames and actors. To conclude, it discusses the implications for how 62 

ENGOs, salmon companies and scientists engage as political actors in different 63 

discourse contexts and the media’s role in constructing these contexts.  64 

1.1 Background 65 

Three main companies farm salmon in Tasmania: Tassal, the largest of the three, is a 66 

publicly listed company; Huon Aquaculture, a family founded company that floated 67 

30% on the ASX in 2014; and Petuna, the smallest of the three is family founded and 68 

has not publicly listed. The industry has the been the focus of various environmental 69 

conflicts [see 5, 6, 7] particularly since recent plans to significantly expand the industry 70 

[8] with a goal of doubling production by 2030. This growth agenda is also shared and 71 

supported by the Tasmanian Government [9].  72 

 73 
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Years of expansion, regulatory changes and concerns of amenity and environmental 74 

impact preceded the Four Corners program. This tension was carried through a range 75 

of events leading up to and following Four Corners (Error! Reference source not 76 

found.).  77 

 78 

Fig 1 here 79 

 80 

In 2012, the industry’s application to expand the farming practices in Macquarie 81 

Harbour was approved. As a precaution, the proposed expansion was staged. Following 82 

increases in the stocking limit, initial concerns regarding the environmental carrying 83 

capacity of the harbour were identified in 2014 [10]. At this point the State Government 84 

at the time changed the management scheme in the harbour from biomass limits to a 85 

percentage given to each company, resulting in a larger allocation to Tassal. The 86 

conflict between companies was observable from this moment. In September 2014 an 87 

email written by Petuna and Huon Aquaculture addressed to the Tasmanian Premier 88 

and Minister for Primary Industries and Water along with senior bureaucrats within the 89 

Tasmanian Government detailing concerns of high stocking rates, environmental 90 

impacts and inadequate regulatory approaches to managing these issues was leaked to 91 

the Greens political party. In particular was the concern that Tassal was going to exceed 92 

their stocking limit. This in itself was a critical moment in the discourse that led to the 93 

Senate Inquiry. 94 

 95 

In the State Parliament, the then Greens party leader, Kim Booth, tabled the leaked 96 

email sent from Huon Aquaculture and Petuna to the Tasmanian Premier, Will 97 

Hodgman, (who declared the Inquiry a “witch hunt” [11]. Following this, Greens Party 98 
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Senator Peter Wish-Wilson proposed the Senate Inquiry into the matter and reduction 99 

in the salmon stocking limits to represent pre-expansion numbers. On 24 March 2015 100 

the Senate referred the matter of the “regulation of the fin-fish aquaculture industry in 101 

Tasmania” for Inquiry with a report due by 21 August 2015. The hearings were 102 

conducted on July 15-16 2015 to investigate;  103 

“(a) the adequacy and availability of data on waterway health;  104 

(b) the impact on waterway health, including to threatened and endangered 105 

species;  106 

(c) the adequacy of current environmental planning and regulatory mechanisms;  107 

(d) the interaction of state and federal laws and regulation;  108 

(e) the economic impacts and employment profile of the industry; and  109 

(f) any other relevant matters.” [12] 110 

The Committee advertised the Inquiry on their website and in the national newspaper, 111 

The Australian, and also wrote directly to what they considered relevant organisations 112 

and individuals inviting submissions by 1 June 2015. The Committee received 103 113 

submissions of which 15 were confidential. Anyone could make a submission to the 114 

Senate Inquiry. 115 

There is evidence to suggest that the apparent environmental and regulatory issues in 116 

Macquarie Harbour have increased levels of mistrust among parts of the Tasmanian 117 

community in the industry and State Government to effectively mitigate environmental 118 

impacts of salmon aquaculture. This is most notable in areas in the close vicinity of 119 

proposed salmon farms. The mistrust has provided grounding for opposition groups to 120 

express their concerns of environmental impact pertaining to expansion of the industry, 121 

as demonstrated in the following excerpt from the Hobart Mercury:  122 
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The proposal [for Okehampton Bay] comes at a controversial time for 123 
the industry, with community concern about allegations of 124 
environmental problems in Macquarie Harbour on the West Coast and 125 
plans by salmon rival Tassal for a fish farm at Okehampton Bay on the 126 
East coast. [13] 127 

 128 

Community opposition to Tassal’s expansion into Okehampton Bay on Tasmania’s 129 

East coast, a previously unfarmed region, was made increasingly apparent in early 130 

2016.  A local opposition group, Marine Protection Tasmania, was formed in response 131 

to Tassal’s expansion into Okehampton Bay. Another opposition group, Let’s Grow 132 

Tasmania’s Future, was responsible for an advertisement distributed on TV, their 133 

website and Facebook page, beginning its online presence approximately two months 134 

following the Four Corners program. The industry’s expansion in Macquarie Harbour 135 

and Okehampton Bay has raised concerns among some locally-based companies, 136 

sections of local communities, and environmental organisations, prompting greater 137 

attention to the regulation and environmental impacts of the industry.  138 

 139 

In mid 2016, responsibility for environmental regulation of the Tasmanian salmon 140 

industry was shifted to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) in response to 141 

concerns regarding the independence of the State Government (acting as both the 142 

proponent and regulator of the salmon industry) identified from the Senate Inquiry. At 143 

the same time, Macquarie Harbour’s stocking cap was further increased [14]. 144 

 145 

The conflict, embedded in the rich environmentally antagonistic political history of 146 

Tasmania [see 15, 16], reached new heights of contention between the salmon industry, 147 

political decision makers, ENGOs and science providers in late 2016 with a dedicated 148 

ABC Four Corners investigative journalism program. Ms Rosalie Woodruff, the 149 

Marine Environment Spokesperson for the Greens political party states that “the scale 150 
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of revelations from the Four Corners exposé on salmon farming was immense.” [17]. 151 

She praised the Four Corners program in an article in the Hobart Mercury, the main 152 

local newspaper, for publicly addressing the perceived failings of sections of the 153 

industry. 154 

 155 

The program instigated a social media frenzy and almost tripled news media attention. 156 

Four Corners is an influential investigative journalism program aired nationally on 157 

television by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). The TV program, 158 

dedicating an hour long segment to the salmon aquaculture industry in Tasmania, aired 159 

on 31st October 2016. The program focused on salmon farming at two of the three 160 

farming regions; Macquarie Harbour on the West Coast (which was the focus of the 161 

Senate Inquiry) and Okehampton Bay on the East Coast, both close to world heritage 162 

and marine protected areas. The program interviewed the following: representatives of 163 

two of the three main salmon companies; a representative of a salmon feed company; 164 

an American lawyer; a Melbourne-based scientist; a Tasmanian mussel farmer; 165 

representatives of two Tasmanian ENGOs (Environment Tasmania, a historically 166 

prominent environmental campaign organisation in Tasmania, and Marine Protection 167 

Tasmania a relatively newer organisation); representative of one transnational ENGO 168 

(WWF); and various community members. 169 

 170 

In early 2017 Huon Aquaculture sued the State and Federal Governments for not 171 

adequately and fairly managing the harbour. This was an unprecedented move for a 172 

company to publicly and legally condemn its own industry and regulator for 173 

environmental impacts. 174 
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1.1.1. Senate Inquiry into the regulation of the fin-fish aquaculture 175 

industry in Tasmania 176 

The Senate Inquiry consisted of a period open to public written submissions, a two day 177 

hearing process (15th and 16th July 2015) and a final report. The majority of submissions 178 

to the Senate Inquiry were made by local residents and businesses. This highlighted the 179 

struggle at the site of production between benefits arising from the business and jobs 180 

that the salmon farms create and the impact on amenity and access to the waterways for 181 

local residents. Both national and regional ENGOs and Government agencies also made 182 

a number of submissions and, along with local residents and other marine industries, 183 

identified the importance of communication from Government and industry, 184 

particularly regarding transparency and stakeholder engagement, and conveyed a range 185 

of levels of opinion concerning the adequacy of how these were undertaken. Anxiety 186 

concerning expansion of salmon farming activity was also expressed and was linked to 187 

a perceived lack of transparency and the high level of support from State Government 188 

for expansion of the industry. Social and economic benefits and impacts outweighed 189 

the other categories for all key stakeholder groups, however local residents and ENGOs 190 

showed greater concern for expansion compared with other groups.  191 

 192 
One of the main outcomes of the Senate Inquiry was the debate that was instigated 193 

concerning the adequacy of environmental regulations and the tension presented by the 194 

Government acting as both proponent and regulator. In response, the responsibilities of 195 

environmental monitoring and enforcement were transferred to the EPA. The process 196 

of the Senate Inquiry presented information in a way that transparently identified 197 

sources and was structured to allow for public decision-makers to respond.  198 
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1.1.2. Four Corners – “Big Fish” 199 

The Four Corners program discussed issues of expansion, lack of transparency and 200 

regulatory rigour and environmental and aesthetic impacts that were also present in the 201 

Senate Inquiry submissions. The program depicted the salmon industry as “powerful” 202 

and expansion as something that needs to be “reined-in” [18]. The program played a 203 

substantial role in portraying Tassal as a “corporate juggernaut” by revealing a 204 

perceived lack of transparency, apparent disregard for the environment and community 205 

mobilisation against the company’s East Coast proposal. Meanwhile, the program 206 

portrayed Huon Aquaculture as the humble, environmentally conscious company and 207 

“one of Tasmania's greatest home-grown success stories”. [19]. 208 

 209 

The Four Corners program highlighted community anxieties concerning the expansion 210 

of the industry, particularly regarding Tassal’s East Coast farming operations. This 211 

appeared to stem from the perceived lack of transparency, of Tassal in particular, 212 

amplified in the program by appearing to uncover internal Tassal documents and 213 

communications. For the first known time in the public debate concerning the adequacy 214 

of environmental governance of the Tasmanian salmon industry, the credibility of the 215 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and the Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) 216 

certification, a third-party certification which WWF co-founded, was brought into 217 

question. The risk to the ENGOs reputation was amplified due to claims made that their 218 

independence was compromised by the accreditation services work they are paid to do 219 

for Tassal. This professional exchange of services between Tassal and WWF was 220 

already publicly disclosed by both parties prior to Four Corners. 221 

 222 
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The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was depicted as lacking regulatory rigour 223 

and ignoring advice from Huon Aquaculture, Petuna and former Tasmanian salmon 224 

farmers regarding the risks to the marine environment posed by current practices and/or 225 

regulations. Additionally, the program addressed how scientific knowledge and data is 226 

used by different actors by highlighting the inconsistency in the interpretation of both 227 

environmental data available and the impact of salmon farming on the surrounding 228 

marine environment. However, the only scientific data that was discussed on the 229 

program was concerning a select incident of low dissolved oxygen in Macquarie 230 

Harbour, giving little context of environmental process. This was presented by a 231 

scientist from Melbourne University. Local scientists who work directly with the 232 

Tasmanian salmon aquaculture industry and regulators were notably absent from the 233 

program.  234 

 235 

1.2 Mediatisation and mediatised environmental conflict 236 

Broadly, this paper examines the mediatisation, explained by Kübler and Kriesi [20] as 237 

“the increase of th[e] influence of the media on political processes, institutions, 238 

organisations and actors”, of investigations and debates into environmental conflicts. 239 

The “preferences and interests… of (competing) actors…are likely to influence the 240 

ways in which the media process and select information they communicate, and thereby 241 

bias the content that is transmitted in media coverage of political processes or events” 242 

[20: 236]. Hutchins and Lester (2015) acknowledge that common pool environmental 243 

resources attract conflict which is difficult to solve due to the varying multitude of 244 

actors involved. ‘Mediatised environmental conflict’ as theorised by Hutchins and 245 

Lester [3] captures how power is played out in the public sphere regarding how we use 246 

– and impact on – the environment and natural resources.  This emphasizes problems 247 
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such as “who is affected, who is responsible [and] who should respond, and how?” [21: 248 

1]. Simon Cottle’s ‘mediatised conflict’ identifies media forms as not only avenues for 249 

information dissemination but as resources for a variety of actors to convey their 250 

knowledge, values, and opinions through a public arena [22]. The information which 251 

flows through these networks also enters into the political and news discourse of the 252 

conflict. Therefore, the theory of ‘mediatised conflict’ acknowledges that media is 253 

entrenched in the construction of conflict and asks how the conflict is conducted. 254 

Hutchins and Lester’s theory builds on this by acknowledging the “political 255 

significance of the environment, and the pivotal role of media in contests over the 256 

definition and understanding of environmental risks and impacts” [3: 341].   257 

 258 

While this scholarship presents evidence of the mediatisation process, some researchers 259 

are cautious of the term ‘mediatisation’ because it places too much weight on the 260 

influence that media has on political and corporate decision-making [23, 24]. This view 261 

argues that by emphasising the role of media one reduces the holistic reality whereby 262 

multiple and wide-ranging elements sway how an issue unfolds. In contrast, Kriesi [25: 263 

155] explain “the media and mediated communication are of central relevance for 264 

contemporary societies due to their decisive influence on, and consequences for, 265 

political institutions, political actors and individual citizens”.  266 

 267 

In applying the theory of ‘mediatised environmental conflicts’ [3] to two key 268 

investigations into the Tasmanian salmon farming, this paper explains how these 269 

investigations functioned as critical moments in the discourse [26]. Power exchange 270 

between actors or groups often occurs around ‘critical discourse moments’ [27], where 271 

the height of conflict often follows key events in the conflict timeline that changes the 272 
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course of the conflict or reaffirms the existing trajectory of the discourse. The concept 273 

of ‘critical discourse moments’ identifies that there are often specific events where the 274 

prevailing discourse is contested and multiple alternative positions are generated. By 275 

identifying critical moments in the discourse more particularly, rich analysis of the 276 

different values positions engaged in issues of debate and conflict can be conducted.  277 

2.0 Methods 278 

Two stages of data collection and analysis were undertaken; first, the submissions to 279 

the Senate Inquiry and the Four Corners transcript underwent separate critical 280 

discourse analysis; second, related online news media in the 6 months following these 281 

two investigations were collected and underwent both content analysis and critical 282 

discourse analysis (see next section). This follows Carvalho’s (2007: 226) approach to 283 

examining news media, which focuses on “challenges to discourse constructions of the 284 

issue”. It allows for organisation of data that captures, to the greatest degree possible, 285 

the various actors and arguments that are present in the discourse. Applying this 286 

methodology provides insight into how media, ENGOs, scientists, Government, 287 

industry and concerned citizens approach and respond to informal and formal probes 288 

into a contentious industry and how different actors are represented in media, making 289 

and responding to claims under different conditions. This can inform if and how such 290 

investigations influence the operating environment for claims-makers and decision-291 

makers in environmental governance.  292 

 293 

Content present on social media was monitored between mid 2016 and early 2018. This 294 

included Twitter posts immediately following the Four Corners program and Facebook 295 

pages of opposition groups and salmon companies. The monitoring identified methods 296 

for communication, claims being made and subsequent interactions between actors and 297 
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stakeholder groups.  However, due to the limitations of collecting and downloading 298 

historical social media data [28] formal analysis was not able to be conducted and 299 

therefore data from social media has minimal presence in this paper.   300 

2.1 Data collection 301 

News articles were collected using the Factiva news database, claiming nearly 33,000 302 

sources of news globally [29]. Search words for both data sets were: “salmon farm” OR 303 

“fish farm” OR “salmon aquaculture” OR Tassal OR “Huon Aquaculture” OR Petuna. 304 

Search criteria also stipulated Australian sources. The Four Corners dataset comprised 305 

news articles published between 1 November 2016 to 1 May 2017 and, for the Senate 306 

Inquiry, between 15 July 2015 and 15 January 2016 (six months following the events). 307 

These dates were chosen to capture the media’s representation of the event and how 308 

actors responded to these investigations without overlapping in time. This ensured that 309 

the content of news articles collected following each event was not influenced by the 310 

other.  311 

 312 

Submissions to the Senate Inquiry were invited 24 March and due by June 1 and the 313 

Committee’s report was submitted 21 August. While the proceedings of the Senate 314 

Inquiry spanned several months, the public hearings were held on 15 and 16 of July and 315 

was used as the event date for collecting news articles. The Four Corners dataset started 316 

the day after the show aired.  317 

 318 

The top five news sites that published the most articles for both the Senate Inquiry and 319 

Four Corners were; ABC News (14 and 49), Launceston Examiner (10 and 28), Burnie 320 

Advocate (21 and 37), Hobart Mercury (13 and 98) and The Australian (0 and 7). Other 321 

news outlets primarily published financial updates (e.g. share prices) or stories 322 
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concerning other fish farming operations around Australia. These five news outlets 323 

were therefore considered the most representative data sources for investigating the 324 

Tasmanian salmon farming debate and articles published by these news outlets were 325 

included in the analysis.   326 

 327 

The Hobart Mercury and The Australian are both owned by News Corp Australia. The 328 

Hobart Mercury covers Tasmania’s south and claims to reach an average of 94,000 329 

readers of the print version and 350,000 unique visitors each month on digital platforms 330 

[30] with 52,683 followers on Facebook and 15,000 followers on Twitter. The 331 

Australian is a national newspaper, claiming an average of 489,000 with just over 332 

123,000 daily unique visitors to the mobile site [31] with 804,527 followers on 333 

Facebook and 659,000 on Twitter. The Burnie Advocate and the Launceston Examiner 334 

are both owned by Fairfax Regional Media. The Advocate focuses on news from the 335 

North-West and West of Tasmania, claiming a combined print and digital monthly 336 

readership of 171,000 [32] with 175,000 followers on Facebook. The Examiner covers 337 

northern Tasmania, claiming a combined print and digital monthly readership of 338 

204,000 [33] with 51,348 following on Facebook and 12,400 followers on Twitter. The 339 

ABC uses a variety of platforms including tv and radio, however for the purposes of 340 

analysis the online based news was collected. The ABC claim that in the 2016-2017 341 

financial year “the average monthly reach of ABC Online in Australia was 7.7 million, 342 

or 39% of online Australian  [34]. The national ABC Facebook page has just over 3.6 343 

million followers with the ABC Hobart page having 46,338 followers. The national 344 

ABC Twitter page has 14 million followers with the ABC Hobart page having 14,800 345 

followers. 346 

 347 
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Submissions to the Senate Inquiry were downloaded from the Parliament of Australia 348 

website. The Committee received 103 submissions of which 15 were confidential, 349 

leaving 88 available for analysis. The Four Corners transcript for the episode “Big 350 

Fish” was taken from the ABC’s website.  351 

2.2 Text analysis 352 

Content and critical discourse analysis was conducted by applying inductive qualitative 353 

coding whereby qualitative data was organised and coded into conceptual categories 354 

using Nvivo 11 software (QSR International). Nvivo is a software that facilitates 355 

descriptive coding to identify and categorise concepts in the 217 news articles (159 356 

following Four Corners and 58 following the Senate Inquiry). Nvivo allows for 357 

constant comparison between codes, review and redefinition of concepts as new ones 358 

are identified or merged during analysis.  The content analysis identified key areas to 359 

apply discourse analysis to gain further depth from the data. This type of analysis also 360 

allowed for frame evaluation whereby to “frame is to select some aspect of a perceived 361 

reality and make them salient” [35: 52]. This included how the Tasmanian salmon 362 

industry was framed in the news media and how different actors framed the industry 363 

and related discourse following the two events.  364 

 365 

Dryzek [36] defines discourse as a “shared way of apprehending the world 366 

...constructing meanings and relationship and helping define common sense and 367 

legitimate knowledge”. Wodak [37] also foregrounds the importance of contextualizing 368 

the discourse by taking note of “intertextual and interdiscursive relationships”, “social 369 

variables and institutional frames of a specific context of situation”, and “the broader 370 

socio-political and historical context, which discursive practices are embedded in and 371 

related to”. In order to “uncover the way reality is produced”, the content analysis drives 372 
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the discourse analysis in that it identifies areas for further investigation [38:19]. Riffe, 373 

Lacy [39] explains that “content analysis serves to elicit the frequency of certain 374 

features and makes variation in the communication content explicit as well as 375 

measurable”. The nature of content analysis assures that all units of data receive equal 376 

treatment [40]. 377 

 378 

To identify if and how the Four Corners and the Senate Inquiry influence how different 379 

actors are presented in the media and the apparent flow of information between key 380 

interest groups, the analysis identified; 381 

1) The actors or groups present in the news articles and the number of articles they 382 

were either mentioned or quoted in; and 383 

2) The relationship between these groups. This was identified by the type of claims 384 

made (positive or negative), who made these claims and who were the targets 385 

of these claims. This was determined by the language used in news coverage.  386 

3.0 Results  387 

The number of news articles identified in this study was 268% greater following the 388 

Four Corners program compared to that of the Senate Inquiry (Figure 2). This increase 389 

was most obvious in The Hobart Mercury.  390 

 391 

Fig 2 here 392 

 393 

Both the Senate Inquiry and the Four Corners program led to a proliferation of different 394 

framing of the salmon industry. Salmon farming’s environmental performance was the 395 

most common type of content in news media concerning the industry following both 396 

investigations.   397 
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 398 

3.1 Senate Inquiry into the regulation of the fin-fish aquaculture industry in 399 

Tasmania 400 

The Senate Inquiry played a notable role in raising concerns of environmental impacts 401 

in the news media. For example, following the Senate Inquiry the discourse exhibited 402 

a focus on the management of Macquarie Harbour in relation to the low dissolved 403 

oxygen and impact on the benthic habitat. Concerns regarding environmental impact of 404 

the expansion of the salmon industry in Tasmanian were responded to by companies by 405 

promoting awards and certification received for their efforts toward environmental 406 

sustainability.  407 

 408 

The Senate Inquiry played a notable role in introducing the role of science – if not 409 

scientists themselves – in news media, primarily presenting science as a problem solver 410 

and an integral component in informing corporate and political environmental decision-411 

making. Following the Senate Inquiry 25% of the news articles and 55% following the 412 

Four Corners program mentioned science in a general capacity, such as the role of 413 

science in informing the management of the Tasmanian salmon industry or excerpts 414 

from scientific reports. However, only 7% and 3% of articles respectively featured 415 

scientists themselves. Following the Senate Inquiry, four scientists were present in 416 

news media (two IMAS scientists (one quoted) and environmental scientists from 417 

Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne universities (all quoted)). Only three Tasmanian 418 

scientists – including two marine scientists (one quoted) and one political scientist 419 

(quoted) – and one environmental scientist from Melbourne (quote was taken from 420 

Four Corners) were present in the news coverage following Four Corners. This could 421 

be considered a very low presence of scientists as actors in media coverage considering 422 
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the relatively high attention given to scientific reports and the debate over scientific 423 

information and its role in environmental governance (Table 1). 424 

 425 

Table 1 here 426 

 427 

The Senate Inquiry instigated formal public debate concerning the adequacy of the 428 

environmental regulatory process of the industry. Those opposing salmon farming in 429 

Tasmania and factions of the industry raised concerns regarding the independence of 430 

the regulatory process. These claims were grounded in the perception that the 431 

government regulatory body at the time was both the proponent and regulator of the 432 

industry. As one of the Senate Inquiry committee members reportedly stated that there 433 

was a “"community perception" of potential conflict of interest in the same bureaucracy 434 

being the industry's "regulator and proponent" [41].  435 

 436 

The social network present in the media following the Senate Inquiry was simple and 437 

did not prompt many new actors to be present in the news media. The Tasmanian 438 

Salmon Industry was commonly referred to as one entity (Figure 3). 439 

 440 

Fig 3 here 441 

 442 

The industry embraced the Senate Inquiry as an opportunity to “showcase” the industry, 443 

showing confidence that the industry will come out of it stronger and “welcome[ed] the 444 

Inquiry’s focus on transparency around waterway health” [42]. While both Liberal and 445 

Labor parties opposed the Senate Inquiry, with Labor leader, Bryan Green explaining 446 

that the industry underwent rigorous monitoring regimes and politicizing the issue 447 
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would diminish public confidence in the salmon industry [43]. The resistance from 448 

political parties for the inquiry into the industry may have promoted the lack of trust in 449 

regulatory processes instigated by Huon Aquaculture and expressed through news 450 

media, broadcast television and radio, social media and legal proceedings.  451 

 452 

3.2 Four Corners – “Big Fish” 453 

Concerns of environmental impacts on the farms surrounding environment were further 454 

emphasised following Four Corners and the importance and critique of their mitigation 455 

was highlighted. The discourse regarding the environmental impact on Macquarie 456 

Harbour, first present in the Senate Inquiry, was carried by the Four Corners program 457 

and further reinforced as a news issue by Huon Aquaculture’s legal proceedings.  458 

 459 

The environmental discourse concerning Macquarie Harbour provided a strong 460 

platform for groups to shape their opposition to the expansion on the East Coast of 461 

Tasmania. Claims from opposition groups promoted debate concerning the adequacy 462 

of the regulatory process in Tasmania to mitigate environmental impacts of the 463 

aquaculture practice. Industry and Government actors addressed these concerns by 464 

noting the high environmental standards and practices of the Tasmanian salmon 465 

industry, both in the local and global context, by asserting that regulation rests on the 466 

input of independent and quality science and promoting third party certification of the 467 

industry. Tassal and Government actors also responded by asserting that opposition 468 

groups and Four Corners journalists were misrepresenting the extent of environmental 469 

impacts of salmon production. It was reported that the State Government “took aim” at 470 

a local environmental group [44] and "debunk[ed]" claims from "green groups" that the 471 

Okehampton Bay site would not be sustainable” [45].  472 
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 473 

Compared to the relatively contained social network present in the news media 474 

following the Senate Inquiry, the Four Corners program expanded the number of actors 475 

present in news media and revealed unexpected coalitions and alliances between 476 

stakeholders (Figure 4). This created more complexity in the conflict relative to that of 477 

the Senate Inquiry. Most notably, Four Corners publicly highlighted a shift in industry 478 

cohesiveness. The division among industry in Tasmania was brought to the fore in Four 479 

Corners, which explicitly identified claims of industry corruption and environmental 480 

degradation. 481 

 482 

Fig 4 here 483 

 484 

From publicly acting and being perceived publicly as one unit, variances developed in 485 

individual company’s communications and how they are being portrayed and perceived 486 

in the public sphere. News media following Four Corners displays negative 487 

perceptions toward Tassal. Whereas Huon Aquaculture appears to be publicly forming 488 

positive relationships with local ENGOs (although it comes at the cost of a negative 489 

relationship with WWF). The public adversity towards Tassal also experiences input 490 

from a greater number of actors following Four Corners. This was instigated by the 491 

Four Corners program itself but also related to Tassal’s expansion on the East Coast 492 

instigating the formation of local opposition groups. The industry division was not only 493 

carried through news media, but also social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook 494 

with posts indicating a preference to purchase Huon products or an adversity to 495 

purchasing from Tassal. An ethical investment firm was also persuaded by ENGOs to 496 

halt investment in Tassal.  497 
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 498 

Along with increased complexity of actor networks and associated claims-making, 499 

news coverage following Four Corners was characterised, and complexity reinforced, 500 

by conflict compared with that of the Senate Inquiry. In news coverage, this was 501 

represented through the following: word choice in stories about Huon Aquaculture’s 502 

legal action, portrayed hostility between and among key stakeholder groups; the use of 503 

words such as attack, divisive, extremist, hot topic, conflict and squabbling; accusations 504 

of double standards and use of misinformation; and through claims that key actors were 505 

not engaging outside of media. Reinforcing the presence of conflict, actors in the media 506 

identify the need for collaborative, rational and respectful discourse.  507 

 508 

Editorials began to address and highlight the conflict present in the discourse and 509 

suggested methods for resolution. In its editorial, ‘The power of compromise’, the 510 

Hobart Mercury states that; 511 

The Mercury’s position is straightforward. Aquaculture is vital for the 512 
future of the state’s economy. Absolutely vital. We want to see it do 513 
well. It creates desperately needed jobs at a time when unemployment 514 
and under-employment remain among our greatest blights. But it needs 515 
to be sustainable and we make no apologies for shining a light on when 516 
this may have failed. The debacle that Macquarie Harbour is fast 517 
becoming cannot be allowed to persist. We must learn from this, be 518 
honest in our assessment and put in place measures that ensure it is 519 
resolved and never happens again. And the industry needs to move 520 
beyond meaningless press releases and background briefings and 521 
genuinely build internal bridges. Without a unified front, it will be 522 
complicit in its own demise. The heads of all companies need to sit 523 
around a table, put whatever differences they have aside and agree on 524 
a path forward. Extreme sides — mired in cheap shots and offering 525 
information that is either incredibly biased or completely wrong — do 526 
nothing to advance either position. Aquaculture represents a genuine 527 
opportunity for Tasmania — an opportunity to build something 528 
together as a state. A line in the sand needs to be drawn. Leadership 529 
needs to be shown. [46] 530 
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Similarly, also in an article in the Hobart Mercury following Four Corners, the then 531 

sustainability manager of Tassal acknowledges that “vigorous debate is healthy” while 532 

“unproductive conflict…is damaging for everyone” [47].  533 

 534 

The conflict among the industry was further amplified by the apparent, traditionally 535 

unlikely, alliance between Huon Aquaculture and Environment Tasmania self-536 

described as; “the peak group for environment organisations in the state…[a] 537 

campaigning organisation best known for leading the alliance that stopped the Super 538 

Trawler Margiris from fishing in Australian waters, and for our part in the Tasmanian 539 

Forest Agreement” [48].  It could be construed that by publicly supporting Huon 540 

Aquaculture for its efforts to reduce the environmental impacts of salmon farming, 541 

Environment Tasmania was claiming to have created a partnership to achieve better 542 

environmental performance. However, the same ENGO discredited rather than 543 

supported Tassal’s efforts to mitigate environmental impacts and to improve the 544 

industry standard for transparency and accountability in reporting environmental 545 

reporting through its annual sustainability reports. Furthermore, Environment 546 

Tasmania also carried the discourse prompted by Four Corners concerning the 547 

credibility of the global conservation ENGO, WWF and its partnership with Tassal into 548 

the news media. This discourse was framed as corruption by Environment Tasmania 549 

circulating a petition calling for WWF to halt the partnership.   550 

 551 

The results indicate that the Four Corners program prompted the presence of 552 

Environment Tasmania in the news media. This could reinforce the symbiotic 553 

relationship between NGOs and journalists [49-51]. However, supporting [52] findings, 554 
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the ENGOs’ presence in the media is still not as prevalent as corporate and political 555 

representatives (Table 2).  556 

 557 

Table 2 here 558 

 559 

These results indicate that these critical moments in the discourse were not solely a 560 

result of environmental campaigns, which have historically played a significant role in 561 

environmental discourse in Tasmania [see 7, 53, 54]. Rather, in the case of salmon 562 

aquaculture, Environment Tasmania is shown to leverage these critical moments for its 563 

own strategic purposes. This is not to say that these campaigning organisations have 564 

not provided a solid grounding for corporate players to use the environmental discourse 565 

as a legitimate source of concern. However, it exemplifies a shift in the traditional role 566 

of ENGOs in holding industries and Governments to account, to an industry player 567 

taking this role.    568 

 569 

4.0 Discussion 570 

By revisiting the research questions, the analysis of frames has been able to establish 571 

that the Four Corners program and Senate Inquiry were able to promote different 572 

framing and engagement with the perceived issues of the salmon industry. The Senate 573 

Inquiry process provided a platform for dialogue regarding the claims being made 574 

concerning the regulation of the industry’s expansion. Comparatively, Four Corners 575 

was a one-way information stream outward which contained the controlled and 576 

subjective information it chose to seek out and include. Public debate, as conveyed in 577 

news media, was more contained in the Senate Inquiry compared with Four Corners. 578 

It could be construed that this was because of the formality of the Senate Inquiry 579 
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compared to the controversy presented by the Four Corners program, activating a 580 

discourse of conflict between and among key stakeholder groups. 581 

 582 

It is evident in this case that media events such as Four Corners can instigate greater 583 

news media attention, involvement and diversity of actors, emphasis on alliances and 584 

conflicts and debate over governance. What is interesting however is that the Senate 585 

Inquiry and Four Corners were instigated by conflict internal to industry. In this case 586 

environmental campaigns, rather than instigating the two events identified by this 587 

analysis, are shown to leverage these critical moments for their own strategic purposes. 588 

Additionally, while Four Corners may not be the sole cause for the conflict present in 589 

the news media discourse, it does appear to be the platform for which opposition 590 

groups, political parties, salmon companies, community members and journalists used 591 

to build and shape their case. It could be construed that Huon Aquaculture’s breaking 592 

of industry ranks, first present in the Senate Inquiry and publicised in Four Corners, 593 

acted as the prompt for the shift in public discourse.  594 

 595 

It has been acknowledged that popular ‘soft journalism’ programs, such as Four 596 

Corners, have the capacity to create frames that are then difficult to dislodge in 597 

subsequent public debate [55]. The impact this has on how different information is 598 

perceived, for example science, is highlighted here. In the case of Tasmanian salmon, 599 

scientific information was used as a political tool by actors within mediatised 600 

environmental conflict, yet scientists themselves were not key actors in this case. This 601 

was evident across the two events, however most noticeable following the Four 602 

Corners program. Following the Senate Inquiry, while some debate concerning the 603 

validity of the science-based information was present this was not one of the more 604 
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prominent features in the news articles. Comparatively, articles where the validity of 605 

the scientific information was debated and information was selectively wielded to 606 

support agendas, actions or statements were more frequent following Four Corners. As 607 

a result, uncertainty was created concerning the independence, relevance, and role of 608 

science in informing opposition campaigns, corporate decisions and Government 609 

regulations regarding the environmental impact of the industry.  610 

 611 

Given the dominance of the environment-at-risk discourse and the acknowledgement 612 

and use of scientific information in claims and counter claims by non-experts, the lack 613 

of participation by scientists themselves in the media response following Four Corners 614 

is a discernible gap. Further exploration of the apparent absence of scientists in the 615 

mediatised environmental debate could reveal nuances regarding the communications 616 

pathways and barriers in evidence-based decision-making where public debate is 617 

heightened.   618 

 619 

Ambiguity and uncertainty is further emphasised in the media following the Senate 620 

Inquiry which highlighted a disconnect between 1) local concerns regarding adequacy 621 

of the environmental regulatory process at a time of industry expansion and 2) the 622 

globally recognised environmental certification that the salmon companies were being 623 

awarded and promoted. This disconnect was further heightened following the Four 624 

Corners program with the introduction of a contentious relationship occurring between 625 

local ENGO, Environmental Tasmania, and salmon company, Huon Aquaculture, and 626 

between transnational ENGO, WWF, and salmon company, Tassal. If Environment 627 

Tasmania’s support for Huon Aquaculture is broadly portrayed as legitimate while 628 

WWF’s partnership with Tassal is framed as corrupt, this then adds considerable 629 
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complexity regarding what constitutes a legitimate partnership between an ENGO and 630 

corporate entity. The impact that the increased complexity of these relationships and 631 

greater number of actors has on the governance of the salmon aquaculture industry in 632 

Tasmania is an important area for further research. 633 

 634 

5.0 Conclusions 635 

This analysis has revealed how news media influenced different actors’ responses to, 636 

and how news media itself responded to, various modes of investigation into the 637 

environmental impact of the salmon aquaculture industry. The Four Corners program 638 

“Big Fish” and Senate Inquiry into the “regulation of the fin-fish aquaculture industry 639 

in Tasmania” have influenced agendas and issues within public discourse, emphasised 640 

changing roles and responsibilities of key actors as well as revealing relationships 641 

between and among stakeholder groups. Further research into not only the relationships 642 

between claims-makers and decision-makers but the apparent blurring of what 643 

constitutes and defines these roles could allow for insights into the processes of 644 

influence and framing between media, public and policy in the governance of not only 645 

salmon farming but other sectors. 646 
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